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Adam Day(3/16/85)
 
living in a nutshell, battle for freedom has been at ones hand long striving to
break the hold of the compressing hand of life
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1 Hour
 
Stumped for words
This writer’s block is tough
Lost thoughts drift away
And this morning has been rough
 
Many hours spent
Answering the phones
Others hours spent
In my chair like a drone
 
Having had to piss
For the last 4 hours
None to come relive me
Wait what I smell flowers
 
My ice cream has melted
There’s some water puddle on my floor
I decided to kick over my pen cup
And someone keeps knocking on my door
 
1 hour to go till I can leave for home
1 hour to go till I can finally descend
1 hour to go till I can see your face
1 hour to go till I can leave this place
 
Adam Day
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Another Perfect Day
 
Eyes wide shut
As I begin to awake
Laughing at memories
And our times well spent
Soft nestled breeze
Seeps in through the window
Brilliant smells of spring time
Twirl around the house
Another perfect morning
Because I woke up alive
Another perfect morning
With you by my side
 
Adam Day
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Assist
 
Lost tossed down on luck
Battered buckled at the knees
Metaphorical mind truck
Waiting to be saved please
 
Wanting to wander
Stagger and stumble
Many hours to ponder
Tummy wants to rumble
 
Bright light shines
Sending me the path
A river of wines
Wash over my bath
 
Candy coated treasures
Mini mental missiles
Information pleasures
Tilted vision pistols
 
You struck me hard
Hit in the hardest way
Attack at the heart
Knowing I shall not stray
 
Words are forever
Our midnight dance
I vow thou Endeavor
Stalling for the chance
 
Adam Day
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Bard's Song
 
The traveling bard
Has to make due
Snapping the strings
For enjoyment on cue
Though the wolf howls
In the moon lights eve
The roster will crow
In the morning to believe
As an old house creaks
Leaving unto a mouse
The newborn baby speaks
While crawling through the house
 
Adam Day
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Beauty Moves
 
Laying in my boat
Feeling the cool mist
Yells from my love
Asking me to assist
 
Wandering to the helm
To take charge of the boat
She jumps out to kiss me
Like a vampire she latches throat
 
It’s always a surprise
Being in love with the new
So much excitement
Not sure what to do
 
The giggly happy princess
Dances with all her might
I sit back and wonder
If she feels alright
 
To cute to turn my head
I cheer and clap along
She dances the dance of dance
Crazy moves yet never in the wrong
 
You can’t help but smile
When you stop and glare
Her arms are freely flailing
In a fit of joy without care
 
Rocking the boat
Is ever much fun
Watching the dance
Underneath the sun
 
Beauty and grace
Is about all I can say
Your moves astound me
In every single way
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Adam Day
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Busted
 
Busted wide open my hearts drips freely
Pain and despair I am down kneeling
Life without you will be short and stout
Long hours of drinking till my liver busts out
I cant hide my feelings holding back tears
I will dropp every dime pounding beer after beer
You cut me deep when you said he was coming
Then twisted the knife when where he would be slumbering
It hurts so bad I don’t know what to do
I fought back the tears that tried to break through
I didn’t want to be involved is what I told myself
I should have left well enough alone
 
Adam Day
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Come With Me
 
Blinked and stunned
By your radiant essence
Filled by a dark room
Candescent presents
 
Spirits high again
With your magic ways
Feels like a spell on me
Walking around in a daze
 
Warm subtle chills 
Zing through my spine
Like Wine so robust
You have me lost in time
 
Come with me now
As we walk with grace
Hand in hand as we
We leave this place
 
Adam Day
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Drunken Good Bye
 
i wandered home last night
in my bed it was so bare
my body was full of fright
for you were not there
 
you ran away from me
forever so much fast
built up so much speed
my feelings just cant last
 
i love you o so dear
with the bottom of my heart
your forgotten lostten tear
forever i will cart
 
that goes for if you had a tear
deep within your soul
to accually bring out fear
in your depths over a bridge with no troll
 
Adam Day
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Duo
 
The beautiful morning has come
At last
Another wonderful day
Has past
 
Warm splendid days are
To come
Sun shining down on
Every one
 
With you by my side we
Can be
A superhero duo you
Will see
 
Hand in hand we take
Our stride
Far off this earth in time
We bide
 
Adam Day
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For You All
 
Sing n dance
Down under the stars
Wish n dream
For futures afar
 
Sing for freedom
Dance for you
Wish for them
Dream for everyone
 
Adam Day
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Forever In Time
 
Dark and cold
This place grim
A single peep hole of light
Shines from within
Bright it may be
Nothing I see
I fell weak
No reason to fight
I held my knife
And gripped it tight
Away I hacked
Torn with stone
A sharp little pain
Has come on my own
My time is near
Strive to break free
The light starts to dim
Have you forgotten me
It is now gone
Nothing to fear
I welded my blade
And began to shed a tear
The pain was to much
Even for me
With all my struggle
I couldn’t break free
Its grasp so mighty
Like a field of dreams
With one last breath
I must break free
To finally see
What’s inside of me
Every little strain
Creaked through my bones
Pains of stress
Are now my own
Age can’t be beaten
It’s not in the cards
My heart is forever
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Now broken into shards
 
Adam Day
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Good Bye
 
Good by my dear
My time has come
For us to part
So please don’t fear
 
Be safe in your
Journey for life
Let yourself be true
Try to live without strife
 
I will always love you
Till the end of time
My heart still holds on
Like that of a wind chime
 
Adam Day
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Happy 21st
 
Trees lay restless
As time stands still
Your beauty and grace
Is always a thrill
 
Being with you
Makes me feel large
Calm as the ocean
And strong like a barge
 
Today is your day
Forever so sweet
The upcoming adult
Must drink till she’s beat
 
Candy coated dreams
Are a look to the past
Your coming of age
Will always last
 
Past memories will be
Remembered till old age
A stepping stone for life
Has given you a new stage
 
Take this in stride
And always believe
Life is your gift
Do with it as you please
 
Adam Day
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Heaven And Hell
 
as heaven and hell divide the land,
our tiny little plane dips into the hand.
bending the minds we try to unfold,
the story of life's soul have sold.
 
we try to seek reality every day,
with an eye opening nirvana way.
silly wishing minds still hope to reach,
with walls so high they cannot breach.
 
as a smokes cloud rises high,
everyone truly speaks they can fly.
with dreams stealing time,
we lay down a rhyme.
 
can you see my heart,
I feel like a new start.
a fantastic glorious time to mend,
with heaven and hell around the bend.
 
two mice in a milk glass,
which will you be.
the one to kiss his ass,
or the one to churn free.
 
Adam Day
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I Can Mend
 
Looking for a new
Wandering the blue
Breaking through
I always knew
I need to be free
Alone is just me
Solo I will be
And never a we
People can’t stand
Me on this land
My only hand
With no band
Hearing my call
I listen to all
From winter to fall
I always stall
Not falling to trend
No letter to send
My heart will mend
As I wait for the end
 
Adam Day
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I Do Wonder
 
As I sit and wonder
What could have been
Dreaming of you
I think again
Walks on the beach
And picnics in the flowers
I could really stare
At you for hours
Biting my tongue
When you are around
Walking this earth
I really have found
None like you
In the millions I’ve met
None like you
In the time I’ve spent
Record breaking falls
I’ve seen come and go
Time has slipped by
And I need to know
Have you thought of me
Or even took a glimpse
If I would have spoken
Would you say hi
Or just shun me off
Like some random guy
This I want to know
Cause I will take care
Ill even wash your feet
And play with your hair
Bring you breakfast in bed
To wake you up
And rub your back
When you throw up
Make you soup
When you are ill
And bring you flowers
For our evening meal
All of this I can finally say
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Because no one else
Made me feel this way
So I sit here and I wonder
What could have been
I will sit here and ponder
What could have been
Way back when
 
Adam Day
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I Feel Free
 
I lay in the grass
Looking up at a cloud
Making funny faces
I scream real loud
The one true place
Where I am free
Feeling the breeze
Running over me
I have lived my life
To it’s fullest with the greatest of ease
Meeting new people everyday
Hoping to change me
In some little way
It’s like a beanstalk
It runs really high
Everyone I’ve touched
Smiles to the sky
Forgotten by none
Is my main goal
I will cross the river
And pay the toll
Skipping down the path
So very happily
Singing in the wind
I feel so free
 
Adam Day
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I Missed It
 
Running jumping and dashing through the woods
over and under left to right
there is no escape it is growing near
what to do its almost here
I toss I turn I wake up and hear my alarm clock and I fear
am I late am I late
dammit I just missed my date
the first one in weeks months ok even years
what to do what to do should I call should I write
cry I might
its been so long since the chance to hold hand in hand
walking in copper song and dance
laughter and smiles
only in the movies
never for  me
do I fear to find another date
in this year
 
Adam Day
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Inspired
 
Spiritual inspiration left me stumped
Feeling down and out of thought
Bringing back memories of time
Pressing issues of past rhymes
 
Feeling that cold wind
Of everlasting demise
Body trembling with fear
That I will never again feel fine
 
Sun rays break through thus
Lifting the cold damp worries
It was you I saw in the morning mist
Glistening with substantial array
 
Inspiration can come and go
Crumbling from a dead stumble
But when thinking of you
My mind does nothing but grow
 
Bright minded friends
You came to me abrupt
Inspired me to be free
And taught me to live to be me
 
I thank you guys/gals
Dedicated to Lindsey Rogers, Juleena Haviland, Tammy Rambo, and Keith
Vasconcellos
 
Adam Day
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Its About You
 
Slightly of balance
When I think of you
Visions of my life
Not sure if there true
 
I see us in the future
Walking hand in hand
Down to the park
To play in the sand
 
Your beautiful hair
Stretches into the wind
Your eyes were glowing
Sparkling loud to the world
 
Spreading a blanket
Onto the sand
Your beautiful body
Oil rubbed by my hand
 
I see us growing old
Still in a lust
My heart is with you
Forever with trust
 
Adam Day
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It's Driving Me Crazy
 
It’s driving me crazy
The way you look at me
My head gets dizzy
I must break free
This hold you have
Over my mind
Has got my slipping
Into many rhymes
I can’t control
What I put into words
But when I try to speak
Everything sounds like curds
Writing is how
I can express my love
It grows deeper
Then the deepest ocean
It grows farther
Then the eye can see
When you’re around
I get all jumbled
When you’re around
My words are mumbled
As crazy as it seems
I know you’re the one
We play and laugh
And have lots of fun
I try with my actions
To show you the best
To remember the good times
And forget the rest
 
Adam Day
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I'Ve Become
 
I’ve had enough
I’ve been battered and bruised
I’ve felt crippled from failure
I’ve got nothing else to loose
 
I’ve tried to be
I’ve been the best person I can
I’ve spent time and money
I’ve tried to be a man
 
I’ve seen many things in my time
I’ve got to learn to act now
I’ve spent time watching the wind chime
I’ve thought for hours trying to figure how
 
I’ve watched others laugh at me
I’ve seen it time and again
I’ve felt my pride buckle to thee
I’ve got to recover from this, but when?
 
I’ve been lost for ages
I’ve hidden myself well
I’ve held in all my rages
I’ve cried at times I fell
 
I’ve beat myself enough
I’ve finally broke free
I’ve learned to be rough
I’ve learned to only be me
 
Adam Day
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Lady Tiff
 
Quirky and awkward life
Has told
Thou thinks one is weird
But now true
Weird comes from within
Forever untold
Questions so great
For life
Sought true
You will never find
Another guy  whom
Loves your smart
grow old enough
To push you in cart
Walk down thy street
Stretching mile after mile
Sun setting in the distance
With wind nipping our noses
If you trip from embarrassment
I will fall twice as hard
To pull attention
So you don’t feel like a retard
With teeth so bright and eyes in the sun
For eternal life
I will forever run
 
Adam Day
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Look To The Moon
 
I cry myself to sleep
On most my lonely nights
Walking for hours
Hard thoughts of fright
 
I know I am loosing
Part of my soul
Continuously thinking
That I am a troll
 
I wear my mask
When others are around
Laughing happily
Just to not be found
 
People only see
What needs to be shown
Deep laughter and cheers
My insides always groan
 
My coming of age
Happened rather fast
Family and friends everywhere
Then alone at last
 
I have had the same dreams
While staring at the moon
Wondering alone in the sand
Climbing an everlasting dune
 
Beads of sweat dripping
Off my sun scorched brow
Tainted wispers increase
Like that of a meow
 
Ear blasted and sun trashed
My head starts to spin
I fall to the ground
And start everything over again
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Adam Day
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Lost
 
Lost being consumed
Confused not being found
Memories resumed
Without care feeling or frown
 
Thoughts of you
Scroll through my head
My persona seems blue
Wanting not to leave bed
 
As I lay and ponder
What I did wrong
I think of times fonder
And sing a song
 
Wishing my voice could
Sore through the sky
Pierced ears would
Be shouting who is this guy
 
Laying in my house
Drowned in tears
Slight squeaks as a mouse
Crumbled in fears
 
I must break free
Of this long hard hold
I need to be me
Strong and bold
 
Live my own life
With non other
Take days in strife
Without care or bother
 
Adam Day
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Love And To Hold
 
I wake in the morning
To look in the mirror
Another day I’ve aged
For this I have feared
 
I’ve worked everyday
And minute of my life
Saving my money
To spend on a wife
 
I always wanted kids
To laugh and to hold
Raise them like me
And minds I can mold
 
Teach the learning’s
Passed down be my father
Raise them just right
And not have to bother
 
To love and to hold
A family I dear
To love and to hold
A family to keep near
 
Adam Day
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Lust
 
Visions of you
Fill my mind
This love will last
For you are kind
 
Lost in time
I’m always yearning
In my bed
I’m always turning
 
Looking at you
With your beautiful hair
Holding you tight
I wish I was there
 
Being with you I must
Be ever so sweet
For our story of lust
Till the day we meet
 
Adam Day
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Missing You
 
Loving to be
Lost were we
Wrapped arms squeeze
Buckled at my knees
 
You had me
At the first hello
You had me
Wobbling like jello
 
Missing you while
You went away
Missing you while
Thinking of you all day
 
You need come home
To be by my side
Dance in the moon light
Sit the beach and watch the tide
 
Adam Day
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My Mask
 
Mask was worn thin enough for a one and only to see far enough through one to
touch the soul of the incredible precious child known only as the awesomeness
being, many many times come and gone for the mask wearer to let it down but
there was never someone special enough to see what was held inside the dusty
case, with the mask as thin as paper the glass canon has been released from the
depths of emotions and the south end of the whiskey bottle. The young child
crawls out to see the light of day that was once such a wonderful place to be.
Time and time again he wanted to poke out of the mask but determination was
set in stone to keep himself hidden to wait till the right someone was found,
with the one in his sight the time was well spent but opened up to late in time
and received the canon shattering rock of a comment one morning thus
thickening the mask back to full prowess, not sure if it will be thin enough for
people to see what’s hidden but will forever remain a secret that was almost let
out to begin a new journey for life,  so for now this story will continue on its
same path of darkness for years to come.
 
Adam Day
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New And Born
 
An infant’s touch
So soft and sweet
9 months of pain
Until you meet
 
Walks to the park
To play in the sand
Swing on the swings
And adventure the land
 
A life time of love
For you and your kin
A special bond
Has yet to begin
 
Smiles of joy
On the day of birth
As in a mothers love
As big as the earth
 
Adam Day
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Over
 
Hopping left hopping right
If I stop I have to fight
This beast of a figure
Is drawing near
Over logs and under trees
Running faster now I tripped
And fell on my knees
As the blood flows down my leg
I look to the heavens and I beg
Please not now I want to live
Father time has come to give
An option for life at the cost of another
Shall it be my wife or my brother
Trying hard I can’t decide
On my feet I run to hide
I can feel the life draining from me
With every step my time is near
Nibbling all over to get away
I see a cave where I can stay
Dark as ever inside of here
Praying now for the beast to steer clear
Against a wall I will sit
Hiding in the dark I get hit
My neck is throbbing with massive pain
I feel on the ground to find a cane
Defending myself blindly swinging in the wind
Is today the end
Kicking and screaming at the top of my lungs
Feeling like I was hung
Squeezing my throat I cannot breath
Looking down there is nothing beneath
Total blackness everywhere
No bottom or top anywhere
Is this the end it’s finally here
In the blink of an eye it was here and disappeared
My life in a flash has now gone, as I feared
To my friends and loved ones I leave
All of my many great memories
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Adam Day
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Princess Haley
 
Perfect pretty princess
Dancing in her gown
Always happy and cheerful
Never with a frown
Belly filled laughs
Break through the wind
Marvelous smiles
Means nothing but sin
Something is hidden
Inside your wondrous mind
Breaking the chains
You will soon find
Your mothers love
Goes forever unsold
You’re both bonded together
By means of your souls
You will walk for life
Inside one another’s heart
Speak easy dreaming
For every day’s start
Life long friends
You two will always be
These words I speak true
Trust and you will see
 
Adam Day
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Searching! ?
 
Looking through the trees
Slipping off into the dark
I hear voices yelling please
Entering the murky park
 
My eyes begin to wander
Searching for the pleas
My mind starts to ponder
Squeezing my chest I wheeze
 
Grasping for a single gulp
The air is super thick
Spitting up chunks of pulp
Beginning to feel sick
 
The voices grow louder
Keep calling my name
The sick murky powder
Is really bringing the pain
 
I want to help them so much
Because I treasure life so dear
This I think is my crutch
And my crutch I will always fear
 
Wanting everyone to be happy
Smiles and laughter galore
I learned this from my pappy
He is the hero I adore
 
Life is but a place to be
It’s what you make of it
Life is great with a friend like me
Ill never let you quit
 
This voice I can feel
Slicing through the air
My friends and family
Yelling don’t be scared
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Exiting the woods
With everyone watching
Happy go lucky faces
All started dropping
 
 
In all the thunder
I couldn’t see why
I started to wonder
Who is this guy
 
I turned my frown upside down
Everyone started to cheer
Into that party I kicked a clown
And then I grabbed a beer
 
The stench has lifted
With smiles from all
With that being said
Let’s go off to the ball
 
Adam Day
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Sifting Dreams
 
Sifting dreams
Trying to find what’s real
Tidal waves break
Spinning my world dizzily
 
Sun rays dancing
Skipping across the sea
Sea birds glide
Drifting carelessly
 
Whale vibrations ripple
The oceans currants for miles
Dolphins seem chipper
Dancing on top the water
 
You brighten my world
More than my dreams
Seeing your face
My little dancing queen
 
You rock my world
From left to right
For your love
I will always fight
 
Every breaking day
As the sun rises high
I will find a new way
To make our love fly
 
I vowed to please
Every moment of life
From the time we start
Till death do us apart
 
Adam Day
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Smile
 
It’s a living wonder
Why to not cry
It’s a living wonder
Why we do die
Life long age
We change from day one
Another book of page
We flip to spark the new one
Smile just to smile
Its very contagious
Dance in the moon light
It will make you feel outrageous
Reach through
For what you want
See true
Goals with taunt
You can be you
And live free forever
Don’t be blue
People like you
 
Adam Day
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Subtle
 
Like the ever growing breeze that sweeps across the land
The smell of your hair seeps through the sand
An ever growing hourglass drips at its soul
You lift me when I am weak
You speak to me so clear and bold
An always pessimistic voice
With so much cheer
This you do not realize brings me fear
But be as it may for you are the one for me in every which way
My heart skips a beat when you look at me
Gaze into the beauty for me to meet
My spirits are at there peek when you are around 
Like a drifting bird high above the ground, 
Soft subtle skin to gaze at for days smooth as a button as much I praise 
You taught me to love yet you did not know
I feel for you deeply and my soul does grow
It will not stop for years to come
I will love you forever till my days are done
I will not let go of the times we have had
And I veer to the future for the moments we will have
The girl of my dreams I spoke to you once
I meant this to be true for you are the one
Till death due us part I will not look away
Like a precious flower that blooms everyday
 
(summer 2008)
 
Adam Day
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This Is For You
 
As I lay on my back
Looking to the stars
Staring so deep
Looking past mars
 
The stars line up
To show your face
It takes me away
Far away from this place
 
Our own little world
Where time stands still
Rocking back and forth
With sweet touch and feel
 
Holding my breath
I would not dare
My attention in full
You had me there
 
As I lay on my back
Locked into a stare
Gazing deep into your eyes
Motionless without a care
 
The smile you hold
I treasure so much
None I’ve seen like it
With a graceful touch
 
Your eyes of stars
Our own little space
And body of mars
No one can take this place
 
Adam Day
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Time Doesn'T Stop
 
As the wind blows
Pulling me in
Life is but a whirlwind
You must begin
 
Starting as a baby
So soft and sweet
Crying all the time
Can’t stand on two feet
 
School begins
And your super siked
Got your books in hand
And your lunch pale tight
 
Off to high school
Looking for a place
Trying to find you’re position
And not fall on your face
 
Moving to college
Finally away from home
Living in a dorm room
Sleeping all alone
 
Reality sets in
While your out on your own
Worrying about your bills
Did I pay all of them even my phone
 
Retirement is next
You saved up your money
And if you were lucky enough
You landed a honey
 
Skin and bones so fragile
Like dust in the breeze
Looking up to the lord
Saying let me in please
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Life is just a place
Here on this earth
Take it for what it is
And all that its worth
 
Adam Day
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Time To Ponder
 
Sitting staring way up high
Farter then my eyes can see
Thinking really hard as to try
Figure out I must on what to be
 
Maybe a bird
To fly high away
Maybe a cloud
Just to cover the bay
 
Maybe a tree
To reach high to the sky
Maybe the ocean
To see why fish fly
 
Maybe a rock
To be strong for ever
Maybe a flower
To soak up all the weather
 
I guess to me
At the end of the day
I will always wonder
How it is to feel that way
 
Adam Day
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Today
 
Under the moon light
Hot thunder cracks down
Wind swirls all around
Staring at the sky no chance to frown
 
Sweet summer sounds
Drift forever through the air
Brilliant rays of sun
Shine on everything without care
 
Hot summer days
Thick blistering heat
Cut able with a knife
To the shade need to retreat
 
Walking hand in hand
Strolling on your merry way
Down through the town
Then to kick sand at the bay
 
Adam Day
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Together
 
Confused we were
But together we found
Falling through the air
We land our feet on the ground
 
Impossible to gauge
Our friendship untold
Like two secret agents
Two in one body will mold
 
Creating a perfect us
You are my better half
Completing me as a whole
Forever in company we will laugh
 
Adam Day
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Trapped On The Edge
 
Trapped on the edge
Balancing on a toe
Over across the way
The rangers ready there bows
Rapid cross fire
At the blink of an eye
Twisting and turning
I am wondering why
What did I do
To put myself here
What did I do
To bring down this fear
Overwhelmed with thought
My head drifts away
Feeling arrow by arrow
Brought by the month of may
The weight of the arrows
Send me tumbling down
Over the edge of the mountain
Sliding far far far past town
Into the valley
My body has stopped
Every part of me aches
And some have popped
Stuck in this rut
I feel I shall reside
Laying face up wondering
Should I swallow my pride
A beacon of light
Blasts me in my eyes
And I begin to hear shouts
Of many gals and guys
There calling my name
Asking me to respond
I lift my arm
Struggling to hold on
Voice has been trapped
No other words can come out
Wish there was some water
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To take heed of my drought
 
Adam Day
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Walking Down
 
Splinter broken as the tree
You can never hurt me
I will prevail over time
As I fight back with rhyme
 
You can to me fast
That unforgettable day
You said our love would last
Then you left me in disarray
 
Standing under you looking up
Questions and thoughts start to flow
Water into the endless cup
Emotions to fearful to show
 
The effortless unbroken soul
That has given up on life
Has stopped eating from there bowl
Whose wounds were ended in strife
 
Such beauty and grace
You once preached to me
Lived hard by life is no race
With never a reason to flee
 
Wind chimes now ring
From the porch were we called home
An hourglass of time does sing
Each dropp of sand, the eagle does rome
 
Adam Day
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What A Feeling
 
Dancing side by side
With the one who knows you best
Kissing in the moon light
Forgetting all the rest
 
Cascading stars glisten
As moon lit trails wonder
Aimlessly turning and twisting
For your mind to ponder
 
Warm smelling scents
Swirl around the room
Mystic flapping butterflies
Grow glow explode in big boom
 
A lost wondering mind
Not knowing where to go
Our memories together
I hold dearly you need to know
 
Regrets will haunt ones life
Till the dust bunnies lay still
My time with you was a trip
The best roller coaster and thrill
 
Adam Day
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What You Mean To Me
 
Walking around here and there
Sweet smells of you drift in the air
I never felt this way before
Looking at you I melt to the floor
The way you talk and the way you walk
Screeches through my head like writing with chalk
When you’re around I can’t think clearly
Thinking of you I just want you near me
Rays of sunshine falls down from the sky
When I’m with you I believe I can fly
Seeing you smile and looking at me
Fills me with joy and loads of glee
Skin so soft you put feathers to shame
Skin so soft you make others look lame
The way you laugh makes me weak at my knees
I’ve been crawling around saying please 
You may not have heard me from speaking so soft
But one of these days ill invite you to my loft
In Chicago I will retire thoughts of you will make me bold
King of the city I will be writing for gold
Making these poems about you everyday
Thinking of you in every single way
Walking and talking with such grace
I love it when the sun lightens up your face
And with all this said and out in the open
I trust you can see that I am not joking
I hope you see what you mean to me
 
Friends I will be with you for life
But I would love you forever as my wife
 
Adam Day
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Who Will Wonder
 
Turned like a stone
Being kicked down the road
Popping the ground
Flung through the air
Wild dreams sift into sight
Who will save me
Wild dreams drift into the night
Will you save me
The long chase began
Rope dropped and start to run
Heart was pounding 
Not feeling very fun
Slowing to walk
Wondering why ever try
Still dominated by headaches
Reaching to the stars
i am walking away
Just wondering what I did
 
Adam Day
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Winter Glow
 
Up to the sky
Past all the abyss
Here a fly buzz by
Seeing you brings bliss
 
Your charm is a virtue
You’re a mere saint
I will always come through
And catch you when you faint
 
Winter snow flakes are falling
Raising your tongue to the air
Your radiant beauty is stalling
I can’t help but stop and stare
 
Sweet sounds of singing 
Down yonder across the way
Soft chimes of church bells ringing
A breath taking moment I must say
 
Half way into the sun set
Across the endless stretch of snow
You brighten up the world yet
With that of an endless glow
 
Adam Day
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You
 
My love for you
Grows stronger every day
My love for you
Makes me act this way
 
Looking in your eyes
Makes me warm inside
Looking in your eyes
Makes me feel like butterflies
 
Kissing your lips
Feels so soft and sweet
Kissing your lips
Makes me feel complete
 
Laying down with you
Fills me with joy
Laying down with you
I feel like a little school boy
 
You lift my spirits
When you are around
You lift my spirits
Lifting me high off the ground
 
I love you
 
Adam Day
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Your Epic
 
Open your book
Place your pen to the page
Feel free to look
Through your many years of age
 
Life can be hard
Fun can be true
Songs of a bard
Sing for only you
 
Write for all your times
And elaborate the bad
Speak free of the love
That you once had
 
Letting your emotions go
And stand fast to be told
Let your tears start to flow
As you write your epic bold
 
Adam Day
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Your River
 
I can’t get you out of my mind
 
I wake up in the morning and want you to be mine
 
My love for you grows ever so deep
 
With you not in my life I would begin to weep
 
An eternity of tears would rise across the earth
 
Flood the gates of hell and demand a rebirth
 
The wave will roar up into the sky
 
Crash down the heavens from so very high
 
This is the depths of my love if you ever left my life
 
Adam Day
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